VALLEY FORGE TROUT UNLIMITED
By Mary Kuss

There has always been a strong desire
among some anglers to apply science to fly
fishing. Heck, there’s even a company
that’s been around for a long time called
“Scientific Anglers.” As the years have
passed, I’ve come to feel that art plays a far
greater role in fly fishing than science does,
although elements of science obviously
come into play.
Even in childhood I had a strong scientific
bent, at various times wanting to grow up to
be a doctor, a veterinarian, or a marine
biologist. When it was time to go off to
college, there was no doubt in my mind that
my major area of study would be biology. I
never even considered anything else. With
hindsight, that might have been a mistake.
Although biology was my greatest interest,
it was very difficult to get through the “hard
science” course requirements. It should

By Pete Hughes

With a Little Help from Our
Friends
Valley Forge TU is indeed fortunate to have
good friends – our members, some
governmental organizations such as the PA
Fish & Boat Commission, some elected and
appointed township
officials, and some
commercial
organizations, both
local and national.
Two recent
contributions from
our friends merit
Pete Hughes highlighting.
Carter Satterfield
managed to pull off the Fly Fishing Film
Tour in our neck of the woods, finding a
way around Covid-19 restrictions to host

have been obvious that my gifts lay
elsewhere. I muddled through, though, and
emerged clutching my B. S. degree.
As I learned, grew, and developed as a fly
fisher, my interest in science inevitably
influenced my pursuit of the sport. In the
early years of my fly fishing experience I
kept an extremely detailed and methodical
record of every single fishing outing. I
wrapped up each season with a statistical
analysis of where and when I fished,
weather and water conditions, what flies I
used, and what fish I caught. I’m not going
to say that was a waste of time, it was
useful in helping me to discern patterns in
my fishing and apply the lessons learned.
But I would never do anything like it again.
If you delve into the fly fishing literature
you’ll find that there have been many
(Continued on page 2)

the film series online. All proceeds from the
regional airing of this event, including
money made on the raffles, are donated to
regional TU chapters. And, VFTU has
benefited quite nicely. A very big thank you
goes to Carter for the long volunteer hours
he spent putting this fundraiser together for
the third consecutive year. Plus, the films
provide great entertainment, as anyone who
signed up and watched them can attest.
Orvis, no stranger to helping TU, held its
“Giveback Days” event in September. Folks
were able to donate $10 when they made a
purchase and Orvis reduced the purchase
price by the amount of the donation. Our
friends at Orvis Downingtown selected
VFTU to receive the donations this year.
We are very grateful to Joan, Dan, Chris
and the folks at the shop for this
contribution to the cause.
(Continued on page 3)
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The December 10th annual
meeting will be held on-line
starting at 7:30 pm.
Go to www.valleyforgetu.org
for details on how to join the
meeting.
Election of officers and board
members, a vote on adopting
amended bylaws, and the
Clean Streams 2020 raffle
prize drawing will take place
during the December annual
meeting. There will also be a
guest speaker. Don’t miss it!
BankNotes is available online
at www.valleyforgetu.org

The Scientific Angler
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attempts to apply science to the sport,
presumably to render it predictable and
controllable to some extent. Thankfully that
endeavor has largely failed. If fly fishing
were ever subject to human control, and
success guaranteed, we would soon become
bored with it. The romance and mystery
that give the sport its unique charm would
be lost.
We needn’t worry about that. Fly fishing
will never be reduced to a science. It
involves far too many uncontrollable
variables. The sport takes place in an
extremely complex and diverse
environment of almost infinite variability.
Henry David Thoreau once said that no
man ever steps into the same river twice,
because it’s not the same man and it’s not
the same river. Case closed.
I know very well that any attempts I make
to analyze and explain what I observe while
fishing are mere conjecture and inference.
Yet my natural tendency is still to look at
fly fishing through the lens of science.
Every once in a while I find success with
one of my theories—just often enough that
I continue concocting them. Karma keeps
me humble, however. Sometimes an
angling friend will hit upon the solution to a
problem that had confounded me. I slap my
forehead and ask, “Now why didn’t I think
of that?” Or I’ll ignore clues that are right
in front of me, only to grasp their meaning
much later. These are all ways of learning
by experience. The late Gary LaFontaine,
who I admired tremendously, was a big fan
of empirical evidence. That’s enough for
me.
As the years have passed I’ve come to
realize that the more I know about fly
fishing, the more I realize that there’s far
more I don’t know and never will. At times,
I have the strong and somewhat unnerving
feeling that something new I’ve just
discovered is actually something I knew in
the past but had forgotten. My brain is
incapable of holding it all. And although I
shouldn’t speak for others in this regard, I
suspect that on one’s is.
At this point, my approach to fly fishing
problems is informed by three factors as I
understand them: science, art, and The
Conventional Wisdom. We’ve already
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covered the first two. The third derives
simply from my long association with the
sport. I’ve always been a book lover, and at
one point my personal angling library
overflowed two large bookshelves. I’ve
been downsizing, however, and have
resolved that my fishing books must fit on
those two units. All of that book learning,
plus nearly forty years of working in the fly
fishing industry as an instructor, guide, and
retail clerk has baked a lot of knowledge
and experience into my brain.
The 2020 fishing season, in the year of
Covid-19, has not been a good or even
typical fishing season for me. The biggest
excitement I’ve had was the presence of
Spotted Lanternflies on my home stream.
The vegetation along the Darby Creek
stream corridor is rich in wild grape vines,
a favorite food of the Lanternflies. Early in
the emergence the little black nymphs,
sprinkled with white polka-dots, were
everywhere. The water surface was
peppered with them, but if the fish were
eating them I didn’t notice it. Perhaps the
sheer quantity of them simply overwhelmed
the feeding response.
With the passage of time, however, the
brood was progressively reduced in
numbers. By the time the fully-developed
adults appeared the Lanternflies were big
enough and few enough that you could
watch an adult float down the stream and
very consistently get eaten before drifting
out of sight. It was only then that I
developed and started using a successful fly
pattern. It’s a very simple, minimalist fly
that works like a charm and should do so
for a while yet—until the game is called on
account of cold weather. I’d like to think
that I’ve applied a nice mix of art and
science in this endeavor.
Recently Chris Gados, a friend of mine who
happens to be editor of A W oman’s Angle,
the Delaware Valley Women’s Fly Fishing
Association newsletter, had some success
with my Lanternfly pattern on Ridley
Creek. She had some questions for me, and
I responded with a mix of information from
both The Conventional Wisdom (CW) and
my own theories about the experiences she
described.
She wondered why the fish still responded
to the Lanternfly adult pattern very
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enthusiastically even though the naturals
were quickly declining in numbers. The
CW says that this is because once fish get
accustomed to seeing and feeding on a
particular food item they will continue to
accept imitations of it for some time after
the naturals disappear. This happens with
various aquatic insect hatches. It also
occurs with terrestrial insects like ants,
beetles, wasps—and presumably
Lanternflies. After weeks or months of
seeing a particular insect in the drift, fish
will happily pick off stragglers and take
imitations even after the first few frosts
have killed off most of them.
Chris remarked on the aggressive manner in
which the fish took the artificial Lanternfly.
I opined that perhaps they were responding
on two levels. First, although the artificial
is not terribly realistic in appearance I
designed it to hit what seemed to me to be a
few key triggers. That effort seems to have
succeeded. Secondly, there is the generic
predatory reaction. Although Lanternflies
that fall into the stream do not behave in
this way, I like to fish my imitation with
some motion. Science frowns on
anthropomorphism, the attribution of
human feelings and emotions to animals of
any kind. However, it’s often easiest for us
to understand animal behavior in those
terms. When a fish sees a prey item that
appears capable of escape, it sometimes
seems to be thinking the piscine equivalent
of “Quick! Grab it before it gets away!”
Finally, Chris observed that the Fallfish she
caught on the Lanternfly fought particularly
hard and were even more squirmy and
uncooperative than usual as she tried to
unhook and release them. I again resorted
to the CW in explaining that in earlyautumn, as water temperatures drop, fish
usually feed more actively and become
feistier. This may be partially due to higher
dissolved oxygen levels in the water.
Many anglers also believe that fish
instinctively feed more aggressively in the
autumn because they need to pack on fat to
get them through the winter. Scientists have
now discounted this old belief, but they still
haven’t offered a good alternate explanation
for the phenomenon. I can only observe that
it seems to happen every year, and is a very
(Continued on page 4)
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The next time you happen to be in Orvis
Downingtown, please thank them for their
generosity.

VFTU Receives Check From Orvis Downingtown

Moving Ahead
Unbowed by the pandemic, Al Renzi
continues to spearhead efforts to improve
Chester County watersheds, with a goal of
conserving and reintroducing brook trout in
suitable tributaries and headwater flows.
These efforts are starting with Pickering
Creek. While the main stem is likely too
warm in the summer months to support
brook trout, Al has recorded some
encouraging temperatures in tributaries. Plus,
the main stem is cool enough during 9
months of the year and fish can move back
into the main stem when water temperatures
are more favorable.
Al has also submitted grant requests to help
fund the project. If approved, a very
interesting technique will be employed to
detect the presence of any existing brook
trout populations. Water samples will be
taken in various stream sections and will be
sent off for lab work to determine if there is
the presence of brook trout through eDNA
assessments. If detected, fish samples will be
taken via electro-fishing. There will also be
macroinvertebrate studies as well as oxygen
and conductivity assessments.
Unfortunately, due to safety concerns, VFTU
will not be planting trout eggs this winter.
This was a tough decision since we had a
very successful egg planting last year. This
activity sparks interest in many people, for
good reason, and we will get back to it as
soon as the situation allows.
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Infiltration Trenches

please send in your pre-addressed raffle
th
Chuck Marshall is at it again. On the heels of tickets before the December 10 raffle
a very successful project to install infiltration drawing. Additional raffle tickets are
available. Please contact me if you would
trenches in the Valley Creek watershed to
like more tickets.
better handle stormwater in steep slopes
areas, Chuck is pressing ahead with round 2. We rely on the proceeds from this raffle to
The infiltration trenches are very effective at help fund our various projects to protect
managing stormwater and because they are
local waterways, so please participate, and
below grade (underground), you do not see
good luck.
them. There are a lot of moving parts on this
Zoom Meetings
project, from design, to selecting the best
locations, to managing implementation to
This past September we started holding
securing funding. Thankfully, Chuck is
online membership meetings with Zoom
managing this effort and is already partially webinar functionality. So far, it has worked
funded for round 2. More to come on this.
out very well thanks to expert hosting by Pat
Runyen. We send out the links to the
What We Heard from You
meeting via email, so if you are not getting
Earlier VFTU had sent out a survey of our
notifications, we likely do not have a valid
membership to better understand how we can email address for you. Please send your
serve you as we continue to look after our
current email address to Pete Lee,
cold water resources. We were heartened by peterleemalvern@hotmail.com for updating.
the response and the number of members
Annual Meeting
who indicated they wanted to help by
volunteering for one or more projects and
Our annual meeting will be Thursday,
duties of VFTU. Fully two-thirds of the
December 10th, 7:30 PM. It is very likely
respondents raised their hands to volunteer. that this meeting will be held online. If so,
In fact, several members went to the extent
we will provide a polling option to those in
of contacting me directly to volunteer for the attendance so that we can vote on two issues,
Board as well as projects. Thank you, Ed
the election of officers and other Board
McGovern and Len Zappolo. We have an
members and our bylaws that have been
active Board, so this means working on
amended. The list of proposed officers and
projects as well as overseeing our direction. board members is listed on page 4. If you
In the coming weeks and months we will be want to propose someone not listed there,
tapping into this great resource and
please contact me and we will make sure we
contacting those folks to help with our array vote on their names.
of projects and programs.
A special thanks goes to Jeff Turner who
You also told us why you joined TU and
will be leaving the Board after the current
what you would like to see more of/less of
term ends this December. Jeff has been a
from us, how you get your VFTU
long time member of the Board, serving with
information and how you want to engage
commitment and loyalty in the face of a very
with the chapter. Many of you are looking
demanding work and travel schedule. Jeff
for more fly fishing outings and to meet up
has always been at the ready to help by
with other members for informal fishing
demonstrating fly tying at various events
trips. Interesting, one-fifth of members
representing VFTU and consistently helping
indicated that they are interested in livewith our major efforts, including the spring
streaming the general meetings, a situation
Trout Show.
that is now forced on us by the Covid-19
restrictions.

Fall Clean Streams Raffle
VFTU’s Clean Streams Raffle is held
annually in the Fall and this year we have 5
great prizes including fishing equipment, a
box of flies, artwork and a handsome tanned
full coyote hide. If you have not done so yet,
Winter 2020
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The amended bylaws can be found on our website,
www.valleyforgetu.org.

(Continued from page 2)

Proposed Slate of Officers and Board Members:
Jim Leonard - President

Frank Donohoe

Karl Heine – VP Internal Affairs

Robbi Freisem

Al Renzi – VP External Affairs

Charlie Griffen

Park Messikomer - Secretary

Pete Hughes

Patrick Runyen - Treasurer

Dave Macaleer

Dave Dickens – TIC Chair

Owen Owens

Pete Goodman – Environmental Chair

Les Young

Pete Lee – Membership Chair

Edward McGovern

Joe Armstrong

Len Zappolo

welcome development for fly fishers looking for a good time with
their last few fishing outings of the season. And as Chris wryly
observed, many humans also experience a spike in appetite as
cooler weather arrives. Few of us, however, really want to pack on
any fat!
The Fishing Winds
When the wind is in the north, no wise
fishermen sets forth.
When the wind is in the east, that is when
fishing’s least.
When the wind is in the south, it blows
the bait to the fish's mouth.
When the wind is in the west, that is when
the fishing’s best.

John Dettrey

The Confidence Fly
By Peter Lee

Fly fishing is whatever you make it, as is
everything in your life! You are in control. I
fly fish one way, my way. You fly fish your
way. Both are OK! Always
remember that. Rods, reels, lines,
leaders, wet or dry, waders,
sunglasses, and even the car you
own all are your choice in your
quest and hunt to catch that the
next fish on a fly. It may be a
trout or tuna, maybe a green
sunfish! They all count and are
trophies.

and release that poor fish we just dragged
out of his or her home! This is another
choice we have. Some I bonk on the head
and eat! In that case just drag it up on the
gravel. I’ve done it all!

Feeling all pumped up with confidence and
total lack of knowledge, I went to the
Brandywine and caught a few fallfish, I
thought they were trout. I still like catching
them!! That was probably 1976 or 1977.
Maybe 1978 I was struggling
with this new fly fishing stuff.
Another trip to the “club” with
my mentor. Caught another mess
of brook trout!!!! What am I
doing wrong?

I needed help! I think it was Eric
Clapp at Exton Sport Shop, long
since gone, that told me about
VFTU? I signed up and am still
Let’s move on to the confidence
here. That confidence fly is the
fly. Just another choice. Some
lowly muddler. I am no tyer, or
study the books and memorize the
tier (another choice) but I do
Latin names of the wonderful
wrap some deer hair and other
world of bugs. Spend countless
The Muddler Minnow
stuff around a hook at times.
hours over the vise creating the
Sizes from 16 to 4/00. They do not look like
perfect imitation of a specific bug (I am
I keep straying from the confidence fly,
using the word bug as it is easier to type
sorry about that. Way back in history when a the muddlers everyone else uses but they
don’t need to. Most are sparse (take note).
than insect) at a specific time in its life
friends Dad heard I was interested in fly
Fish wet or dry (hoppers). Big (stripers) up
cycle. Perhaps even creating a cripple? A
fishing and took me to his club in the
female with eggs? In my book, no 2 flies or Pocono’s. I took my solid fiberglass rod and to 5” with a rabbit tail in 4/00. Small for
trout, fish like a soft hackle or dry like an
bugs look alike, just like us.
very basic reel with level line. Both had
elk hair caddis. Also remember that there
And some of us chose to only fish dry flies been tested on a few bluegills in my youth
using bacon or worms. My mentor looked it are minnows and fry smaller than 1/2 inch.
or wet flies. Then we have a choice to fish
I do use other flies at times, but I usually
upstream or down. But wait! Should we reel over and said “that will work fine, let me
add a leader and fly.” He told me that fly is end up with a muddler!
with the left hand, or right? OH, the
decisions! Do we carry a net? OH MY! We all you will ever need. Well we each caught
can carry a net or several “tools” to unhook a bunch of fish that day.
4
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Environmental Update
fast-tracked environmental review process
in 2018.

Great American Outdoors Act
In the last issue of
BankNotes I got up
on my soapbox and
blasted the Dirty
Water Rule. In this
edition I am going to
praise the Great
American Outdoors
Act.
On August 8th of this
year President
Trump signed into
Pete Goodman
law the historic
Great American Outdoors Act (H.R. 1957).
This is a significant win for conservation
organizations that worked hard to get this
bill across the finish line. The Great
American Outdoors Act ensures full,
dedicated funding at $900 million a year for
the Land and Water Conservation Fund
(LWCF). Additionally, $9.5 billion in funds
over the next five years will address long
overdue maintenance backlogs on public
lands and waters by funding shovel-ready
projects throughout the country.
Good news, right? You bet. Very good
news for our good friends at Valley Forge
National Historical Park. Now perhaps they
can get some help with badly needed staff
and maintenance work in the park. Yet, I
can’t help but wonder, “is there ever really
permanent full and dedicated funding when
issued by a political body?” Call me a
skeptic….

Pebble Mine
More good news on the national front, in
case you have not heard, regarding the
Pebble Mine in Bristol Bay, Alaska. This is
convoluted, so bear with me as I provide a
bit of background on how we got here.
The Pebble Mine Project was thought dead
back in 2014 when the Obama
Administration’s Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) preemptively vetoed it using
its authority under the Clean Water Act.
However, the Trump Administration’s EPA
reversed the veto in 2019 after initiating a
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In August 2020, the EPA announced the
results of that environmental review
process. Reversing its earlier findings, the
agency concluded that the project poses no
serious environmental risks to the rivers of
Bristol Bay watershed (a dubious claim, to
be sure). It would seem that the EPA was
paving the way for the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers to issue a permit for the project.
In a surprise move at the beginning of
September, the Army Corps sent a letter to
Northern Dynasty (the company that wants
to build the mine) stating that it must figure
out how it will mitigate for “all direct and
indirect impact” to rivers in the Bristol Bay
watershed. This letter follows vocal
criticism of the project by President
Trump’s son, Donald Trump, Jr., as well as
Fox News personality Tucker Carlson, who
have both fished Bristol Bay. In another
surprise move, Alaska’s two U.S. senators,
Lisa Murkowski and Dan Sullivan,
expressed strong support for the Corps’
stunning turnabout.
As they say, “Stay tuned – there will be
more to come.” Big money doesn’t go away
quietly or easily.

Extirpate
At the September Membership Meeting we
had Cory Trego from the Chester County
Water Recourses Authority present to us
via webinar a great program on restoring
brook trout habitat. In the course of the
presentation he used the word “extirpate or
extirpated.” I didn’t know that word. I had
to look it up. It is a very powerful word.
Extirpate means to “destroy completely: to
wipe out,” according to several dictionary
sources. Brook trout have been extirpated
from 28% of their native habitat. Only 30%
of their native range is intact. Which means
42% of the brook trout’s native habitat is
fragmented and broken. Thanks to Al Renzi
for pushing the chapter into trying to find
suitable habitat and making landowner
connections in order to attempt to restore
some of this broken habitat.

Tredyffrin Township
The members involved with the Tredyffrin
Stormwater Task Force continue to seek
information to aid and assist the Task
Winter 2020

Force. The Task Force itself is moving
along remarkably well considering the
changed rules of engagement due to Covid19. From my outside perspective, the Task
Force is communicating well with township
staff and pushing forward to produce a
work product that will be highly valuable to
the township.
We have had a few additional work
sessions at the Wilson Farm Park Rain
Gardens. They remain a challenge to
maintain. On the larger garden, we took up
the black plastic that had been put down to
kill the roots of an invasive mono culture
weed (mugwort) that had taken over nearly
half the garden. The area was reseeded and
some flowers were brought in and planted
and the area mulched. The balance of the
garden was weeded. The smaller garden
was left with its black weed cloth but was
weeded. We will have another work day to
close down the gardens after a hard frost.
There is still an active Growing Greener
Grant on a section of Wilson Run in
Chesterbrook along Heyward Road. I had
not been by the site in some time until this
past week. It appears that the contractor has
returned and removed most of the
ineffective deer exclusion fence that had
been originally installed. Some fencing
remains around individual larger trees.
Some of the fence exclosures are damaged
and non-functional. Some large rocks have
been dumped in the stream in various
places, and some plantings of small trees
and reeds have been done. Some live stakes
have been pushed in as well. We await
communication from Gilmore &
Associates, Inc.
Downstream from the above project in an
area managed by the Greenhills
Community in Chesterbrook, I saw that
there was an application for stream bank
stabilization work. I have not followed up
on the notice. If anyone has any
information on this, I would be interested.
The location, as I understand it, is
downstream of the Duportail House where
the foot path crosses the stream.

East Whiteland Township
I guess that anyone who drives around East
Whiteland these days is blown away with
all of the development and redevelopment.
(Continued on page 6)
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It is astounding to me. Where are all the
people coming from to fill these
townhomes and apartments?
Bishop Tube was back at the East
Whiteland Township Planning Commission
with a revised plan. They have lost their
two adjacent parcels and are now just
talking about the single 13.7-acre parcel of
Bishop Tube. They want to build 92
townhouses on the tract. Of course, the
contamination on, in and about the site has
not been resolved. DEP promised to have a
plan for remediation at least a year ago. As
far as I have heard they have still not
determined the contamination plume.
Without a DEP approved plan, how can
East Whiteland make any decision? The
site should have neve been rezoned for
residential. That is an inappropriate use on
top of that highly contaminated site.
Then there is Knickerbocker. There are four
parcels that make up the 176.7-acre tract.
Of that, the developer says 125.35 acres is
developable. On that, they were to build
280 townhomes. In order to do that, the
developer needs a zoning amendment much
like what O’Neill was able to get done on
Bishop Tube. Sometimes it is referenced as
“zoning relief.” The developer says that this
is his preferred plan as it is his preference
over putting in a huge Amazon type
distribution center, which he doesn’t need a
zoning amendment to do. The chapter has
been in conversations with the developer
for over a year. They have promised access
to Valley Creek and open space in their
development. What we must remember is
that this tract will be developed. What will
it look like? Will it be more protective or
less protective of Valley Creek? Hopefully
our monitors will help us with answering
some of the tough questions we will face in
the coming months.

New Zealand Mud Snail
Just yesterday I received word from Valley
Forge National Historical Park that Valley
Creek has been confirmed infested with the
highly invasive New Zealand mud snails.
These are small snails which first occurred
in Pennsylvania in Spring Creek in Center
County. The following is from the Natural
Resources Manager, Amy Ruhe, at the
Park.
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“The very tiny, invasive New Zealand Mud
Snail has been identified in sections of
Valley Creek within the park.
Unfortunately, there is not much we can do
to limit their growth in Valley Creek;
however, it is important that anyone that
enters the creek clean boots/equipment
thoroughly to avoid moving the snail to
other waterways. We are working with the
PA Fish and Boat commission on
mitigations and to develop education
material for the public.
For now, if you go into Valley Creek,
please, visually inspect all gear and remove
and dispose of any clinging matter in the
trash. While onsite, scrub with a stiff brush
and rinse with water until all visible debris
is removed. Do not move mud or organic
matter from Valley Creek.
Before moving into a new stream or
waterway, you have 4 options to
decontaminate:
1) Use dedicated gear for Valley Creek and
change out before going to other
waterways/wetlands (even within the park).
(BEST)
2) Freeze gear for a minimum of 6 hours
3) Soak gear in hot water (120°F to 140°F)
for 5 minutes. This method is not
recommended for GOR-TEX®
4) Soak gear for 5 minutes in a 1 to 1
solution of Formula 409® Cleaner
Degreaser Disinfectant and water. After
soaking, thoroughly rinse the gear with
plain water. Simply spraying gear with the
disinfectant does not work. Also, general
cleaners (including other 409 products)
have not been shown to be effective against
NZM.”
Your help will be necessary in limiting the
spread of this highly invasive critter.
Winter 2020

To some of you older folks and long timers
who fish Valley Creek, we have lost
another Icon. Lou Lekus passed away in
August this year. He would have been 98
on Sept. 13th. He was a long-time fisherman
on Valley Creek and used to keep detailed
records of his fishing activities. He was a
gentleman and friend of VFTU. He donated
most of his gear and equipment to VFTU
when he was no longer physically able to
fish. As he gave me one of his very well
used rods, he said to me with a twinkle in
his eye, “You have to put a piece of grass in
the ferrule to keep the rod together.” He
was a good friend of VFTU and Valley
Creek. We will miss you Lou.
I was going through some family
memorabilia in an attempt to downsize and
came across a program from a 1961 Annual
Dinner of the Pennsylvania State Fish and
Game Protective Association at which my
Grandfather was honored. There was a
picture of his dapper self. But what caught
my eye was not so much the award that he
was getting, which of course was the reason
this program had been kept, but that on the
opposite page was a picture of Raymond
Neirle, who at the time was President of
the organization and would later become
the namesake for the South Jersey Chapter
of Trout Unlimited. What a crazy, small,
enclosed world.
I was in a Jackson Hole used bookstore
looking at fishing books several years ago.
One popped off the shelf at me. It was
Better Trout Habitat by Christopher J.
Hunter. Imagine my surprise to see
references in the index to restoration
occurring on Little Crabby Creek, Little
Valley Creek, West Valley Creek and
Valley Creek with even a reference to
Valley Forge Chapter, Trout Unlimited.
After buying the book and returning home
having read most of the interesting sections
about home, I called Joe Armstrong, and he
said, “Oh, yeah sure, I remember talking to
that guy.” Such a small world.
I am hearing that fall fishing has been really
variable depending when and where you are
fishing. Of course, if you don’t go out, you
will never know if they are biting wherever
you go.
Stay safe and be well.
WWW.VALLEYFORGETU.ORG

Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing
By Ken VanGilder

I’d like to give everyone an update on the
Coatesville Project Healing Waters
program. Forgive me as I realize it’s long
overdue.
Firstly, we’re alive and well. Six months
ago when PHW HQ implemented a policy
of no face-to-face contact, things looked
dim for PHW Coatesville. Since that time,
we’ve been hard at work developing an
online program to benefit the patients at the
Coatesville VA hospital. I’m happy to say
that we currently have four active
participants. We meet every Thursday
evening via MS Teams to tie flies and talk
about fly fishing. Two of our participants
have been with us for over two months and
have gone from not knowing anything
about it to being able to tie a decent
finished product.
Our meeting format is simple: one
participant, one volunteer instructor, and
one or two volunteers who give

commentary and moral support. Although
this means we need to have four Teams
meetings going at one time, it mirrors what
we did at the hospital and gives our vets the
important individual attention that they may
require. Also, I believe it’s the best way to
fulfil our mission statement given current
circumstances.
Our progress has been made possible by the
enthusiasm, dedication and expertise of our
virtual volunteers: Brenna Dekorte, Jim
Dowd, Phil Schwartz, Gene Glavin, Chris
Riciutti, Matt Seymour, Ted Nawalinki,
Paddy Moffit and our newest addition,
Gordon Walker. I can’t say enough about
what a great job they’ve done.
Hopefully, we’ll be adding new
participants, and with that, we’ll be needing
new volunteers. If anyone would like to
give it a try, contact me and I will include
you in an upcoming Teams session.
On a different note, I’d like to mention
another project that we’ve undertaken that

is technically outside of PHW but is
important. I call it “Snack Monday.” Back
at the end of March, Voluntary Services put
out a request for snacks to be handed out to
the patients at the hospital. Typical of our
group, we more than answered the call and
every Monday since that time have been
delivering pretzels, cupcakes, cookies, fruit,
Rita’s water ice and all other manner of
treats. This effort not only gives the patients
at the hospital something good to eat, it also
lets them know that people in the
community have not forgotten them during
these difficult times. It has been made
possible by individual donations, Wegmans
Markets, Downingtown VFW Post 845 and
Special Forces Association Chapter 64.
Jack McFadden has been instrumental in
acquiring the support of the latter two
organizations. Ted Nawalinski has taken
over the responsibility to coordinate this
effort. If you want to help, email him at
biologee@verizon.net.

Update on the Later Stages of the Spotted Lantern Fly
and trimming of bodies or wings), and as far
as I could tell, I never really resolved the
imitation problem. Fortunately, the trout
were unusually receptive to normal beetles
as well as ants, so my failures didn't really
hurt the fishing (or the catching).
Then when the adults starting showing up in
quantity, I was somewhat stunned to find my
success last fall was not to be duplicated. I
didn't think too many other fly fishers were
trying to imitate the adults, so it wasn't that
the trout were wising up. After all, the Orvis
Simple Spotted Lantern Fly Side View
Adult Spotted Lantern Fly on the Water
catalog still didn't cover a SLF pattern,
poisonous. The red epaulets on the SLF are
although Mary Kuss was posting on
By Les Young
quite prominent, and my patterns last fall
Facebook about her progress with her
always contained something prominently
After my success last fall with the adult
efforts.
red.
patterns as well as this summer's imitation of
Then I began reading reports on how dogs
the first stage nymphs, I had great
To add insult to the injury, I lost my fly box
expectations with the bigger nymphs as well and cats that had eaten SLF had gotten sick. with all my adult SLF patterns near Mill
Also quite a few experienced anglers were
as a replay with the adults. One thing about
Road, so I had to replenish my treasure
telling me they never saw a fish actually
fishing, just when I think I've got it figured
trove. But I am mystified why the trout and
consuming a floating SLF. Come to think of
out, I find new cause for humility.
other fish aren't jumping on my SLF
it, neither had I.
imitations the way they were last fall. Any
I spent a lot of time inspecting the naturals
It
is
axiomatic
that
prey
species
that
develop
hints or insights are welcome.
that were trapped in my D-I-L's sticky tape
coloration
features,
especially
with
a
lot
of
traps. I realized the relatively solid triangle
Angling may be said to be so like the
shaped bodies of the later stages would pose red, do so to warn predators that they are not mathematics that it can never be fully learned.
a problem in tying (I don't do a lot of cutting edible, and indeed many of them do prove
Izaak Walton
WWW.VALLEYFORGETU.ORG
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A Father and Son’s Trip to the Stream
For Sale!

Leaders with
Tippet Rings
already attached!
All you have to do is add your tippet.
Leaders last longer and no need to tie
blood knots, so you save time and money.
Available in 7 ½ and 9 ft. Lengths
Tapered to 3X or 5X
1 for $3.50, 2 for $6.00

shipping included

To order, contact Charlie Griffen at
c.griffenod @ verizon.net
All proceeds go to VFTU

By Len Zappolo

about it. He would have enjoyed it.

It all started when my son was about four
years of age. He liked to sit and watch me
tie my favorite trout flies. I tied numerous
patterns of midges, nymphs, emergers, dry
flies, and other bugs in various
combinations of sizes, stages, and colors. I
am not sure what about it he liked – was it
the colors and shapes or the fact that that I
could sit for hours and crank these out like I
was on an assembly line. Too young to tell
me, but he watched with anticipation. This
went on most times I tied. In fact, he would
often ask if I was going to tie “tonight.” He
was used to my schedule. To which I would
add, “probably so,” at least for a few
minutes. We would go to my bench, and he
would watch some more. This went on and
off for the next few years. I thought I might
have a future fly tier and fisherman in the
works. One that would become my fishing
buddy in a few years. And he would not
disappoint.
It was the Spring of 2020, COVID was well
infiltrating our country and our area. I
reluctantly headed off for at least a day to
the show in Lancaster, PA. I needed to get
away. I needed to surround myself with like
-minded individuals who were probably
escaping the same realities I was facing.
Quarantine. It was one last effort to get to
meet and see the many individuals that had
shaped my life in fly fishing over the years.

Books for Sale
Private library of classic and
modern books on Fishing,
Hunting, Nature and Golf.
Gill, Halford, Jennings, LeBranche,
Schweibert, Marinaro, etc.

Contact:

tedmckenzie78@yahoo.com
I went, said hello to those I knew, and
bonded with those I had just met. I spent
some time with some of my favorite tiers,
Matt Grobert and Tim Flagler, and others; I
also spoke with Joe Humphreys, I picked up
a few tips as I always do, purchased a few
materials, and quickly left. No, I did not
take my son on account of COVID, but I
could not wait to get home to tell him all
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When I returned home, he asked me where I
had been. The “show” I told him, but I then
explained why I did not feel comfortable
taking him. He understood. He was now
nine. He understood COVID, and the
dangers. But he wished he could have
joined me. I wished he could have too.
I continued to tie, he continued to watch.
One day I decided to tie a pumpkin head
midge. I was reminded of how effective
they could be. I sat at the bench, my son by
my side, and once I took the orange bead
out, it was game on!
“Daddy, I want to tie it!” I thought, no way.
A size 18! No. No. No. Let’s start with a
wooly bugger or at least something simple
like a corded cased cadis. They have a shiny
beads! I showed him some pictures … nope.
It had to be the one with the orange bead. I
could have fooled him into tying something,
anything with an orange bead, but he had
already seen the tying video. Ok, I said
reluctantly. We sat at the bench.
With a bit of help, he tied a beautiful sized
18 pumpkin head midge. To my surprise he
was a bit of a natural, and I thought perhaps
it was due to all the flies I tied that he
learned. He tied many others, including the
corded case cadis. I gave him a box to store
his flies to call his own.
A few weeks later he wanted to fish “his”
flies. He had never held a fly rod before.
I’m a no-nonsense fly fisherman most of the
time. I like peace and quiet, the sound of the
water, birds, and the occasional deer
prancing by. But I knew this day would
come. I reminded myself that he would,
hopefully, be my fishing buddy someday,
and that day would come. Today was that
day.
Having bought him waders, we ventured to
French Creek one Saturday morning. I knew
the water well, and I knew it would be safe
wading. It was an overcast day, perfect for
fishing. We exited my Jeep, and much to his
surprise, and mine too, was all the trash that
was on the side of the road. And that wasn’t
it.
(Continued on page 9)
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A Father and Son’s Trip to the Stream
(Continued from page 8)

We got below the covered bridge and there
was more trash – monofilament line,
Styrofoam containers, Gatorade bottles,
rubber cord, a plastic Pennzoil container, and
more. Suddenly I realized that I wasn’t there
to fish, but to answer questions on why these
things were there.
I tried my best to explain without getting
into the adult detail. You know. We entered
the water and quietly and began to fish.

trash from the stream-side was the biggest
catch of the day to him and me, and I
wouldn’t change that moment for the world.
It’s not always about catching fish, it’s about
conservation of the very waters we like to
fish that enables us to enjoy the sport we
love and to catch those fish. Without clean
water and a safe and clean environment, the
very fish we love to chase will cease to exist.

My son is 10 now and he and I continue to
fish both fresh and saltwater, and we
This day was mostly about practicing
continue to clean as we go along. We hope
casting, although I hoped he hook into one to you do too.
not be discouraged. We’ve all been skunked.
But a nine-year-old? That’s grounds to give
up entirely.
We did not catch a trout that day, but we
learned to cast, learned about fish, the
environment and why it matters. I promised
to take him back the next day to try his hand
at catching a trout. The ride home lasted 10 15 minutes, and I was surprised that he did
not complain about not catching a trout. He
complained about the trash. He was nine and
it mattered.
The next day we went back in the morning
to get a spot. This time we took trash bags
tucked in our waders. We fished first. He
casted, and casted, acknowledged the tips I
provided, and eventually hooked and
brought a beautiful 14” brown trout to the
net. I was shocked! I remember when I was
learning that it took me much longer, but I
was proud that he persevered, stuck with it,
and was rewarded. No sooner we released
the trout, he was on the trash. Fishing for the
day was over, and I was OK with that.
We exited the stream and cleaned under the
covered bridge. It was spotless when we
were through. We walked up the
embankment and proceeded to clean the side
of the road where we parked. It too was
spotless. But that wasn’t enough. We walked
through the bridge to the other side and
cleaned it up both sides of the road too. By
the time we were done, I think we cleaned as
long as we fished. Sad.
Maybe that day was karma, maybe not.
Nonetheless, we did something good, and it
was good for the environment, fish, and
surrounding habitat and animals. Maybe he
would have caught more fish had we have
stayed in the stream that day, but collecting
WWW.VALLEYFORGETU.ORG

Terry Peach
A Marblehead Flyfisher
5716 Kennett Pike, Suite D
Centerville, DE 19807
Hours: Tue thru Friday 10 am-7pm
Saturday 10 am-5 pm
Phone: 302-654-6515
Mobile: 302-743-0966
Fax: 302-654-6533
Email: AMHeadflyfisher@AOL.com
Website: www.amarbleheadflyfisher.com

Please
Patronize
Our
Advertisers
Their generous
donations and
discounts make
our raffles
possible.
I don’t think we’re in Pennsylvania
any more, Toto. (photo by Mike McDade)

Thanks!
VFTU

ARE YOU CONNECTED??
You should be getting emails from National TU and from Valley Forge Trout Unlimited.
We need your help in keeping our email address list up to date so we can send you
monthly notices of chapter activities. If you are not receiving emails from Valley Forge
Trout Unlimited, or would like to change your email address, please send an email to:
peterkleemalvern@hotmail.com
Please note that neither Valley Forge Trout Unlimited nor TU national shares your email
address with third parties.
Winter 2020
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Ponding at the Magic Tree
Onward and upward is the trajectory most of
us strive for when we take up something
worthwhile. After all, if as good as you were
ever going to get happened on the first time
out, what would be the
point of continuing? To
my mind, what little of it
there is, the saddest
hunter or angler is the
one who is dealt a
magnificent hand of
beginner's luck in the
form of a huge buck or
fish on their maiden
voyage, who then spend
Jim Clark
the rest of their life
trying to duplicate the
feat. Not to mention boring the snot out of
their companions with the unrelenting tale of
their single conquest.
At the other end of the spectrum is one who
has a seemingly inexhaustible supply of
ways to screw up the opportunity of the
moment, but who comes away from each,
smiling. If getting beat builds character, it
also builds characters, and these folks are an
absolute joy to hunt and fish with.
If they do accidentally succeed, they are
usually dumbstruck at the lousy luck that
befell their prey, and wouldn't think to brag
about their own prowess. Such is the joy
that they bring to their buddies that it usually
results in someone volunteering to gut their
deer or take photos of their fish so that they
can tell their story. If they do happen to brag
a little, they will be forgiven by the rest, with
the smug assurance that this event will likely
be only a benchmark signifying the start of
another long run of horrible luck.
Most of us find ourselves in between these
two extremes. The truly blessed find
themselves growing up in a family with a
long sporting tradition which supplies the
mentors that allow them to complete the
metamorphosis from wee little rookie to
veteran. These families also tend to define
their holidays and holy days outside the
realm of government and religion, generally
centered around celestial phenomena known
as "Opening Days."
These friend and family oriented events,
besides being the source of primary
education for beginners, also allow the elder
members of the tribe to relax the standards
10

that they likely would practice the rest of the
year. The dry-fly purist might backslide for
a few hours by clinching on a tiny Colorado
spinner instead of following the drift of a
perfectly tied Quill Gordon. They might
even kill a couple of stocked fish, something
they wouldn't even consider at any other
time.
Unfortunately, not all are so blessed. Many
larval anglers are now the product of single
parent, or even no parent, homes, seemingly
self-generated out of mud puddles like
horsehair snakes. These are the specimens
who, arriving late to the stream on the
opener, and finding the banks filled to
capacity by anglers who did care enough to
arrive an hour or so early, will wade down
the creek and plant themselves in front of the
early birds. Apparently born both blind and
deaf, they are oblivious to the entreaties of
the bank-bound, often polite at first, and
count on a loophole in the angler harassment
statutes that keeps them from catching a well
deserved rock between the shoulder blades.
They are also the reason you won't find me
streamside on opening day, something I
thought would never happen.

opening weekend of spring gobbler season.
Our limits are liberal, and our rules are few.
It took several seasons for us to get our
system worked out, in fact, the first year we
only stocked the day before our opener, and
if we hadn't put them in ourselves, we would
have sworn that there were no trout in there.
My buddy Jack Ferguson went up every
weekend in May and eventually took out
about twenty or so, including a beast of a 22"
rainbow, but the rest of us basically got
skunked.
Silver-bladed spinners, both store-bought
and hand-wrought are the stars of our little
fishery, but that evil, sticky, prepared bait
that comes in bottles, fills in during the slack
periods. It was while I was using this stinky
goo that I discovered the Magic Tree.

Just after the pond was built, I planted ten
blue spruce seedlings around the perimeter,
but due to a glitch in communications, all but
one got mowed down that first summer.
Right at the pond's edge, the survivor was
turning into a pretty little tree, but on the
2012 opener, Jack and I discovered that over
the winter a buck had beaten the branches off
the upper starboard quarter of it. While
We trout anglers are a resourceful breed,
ruining it's aesthetics, it made for a dandy
however, and some buddies and I did not
rod rest, while the white bench we soon
take this sad turn of events lying down.
placed behind it made an even dandier butt
Actually, we might have been lying down on
rest.
the couches at hunting camp when we came
"Magic Tree" came about because the first
up with the idea. We would stage our own
time I used it as a rest, the line shot out, and
opening day.
I was instantly attached to a ten inch rainbow
About a decade ago, on the Bedford County
before the rod tip stopped quivering. The
dairy farm where we are considered family,
next six casts, same result. We quit fishing
the Mearkles had a pond built on a low spot
right then, not wishing to break the spell, and
too wet to farm. We stocked the pond with
awaited the arrival of the rest of our crew,
channel cats, golden shiners, a couple of koi,
who aren't quite the early risers that we are.
and some largemouth bass fry. Relatives
An hour later, and before you can say abraseined some crayfish from the East Branch
cadabra, two Mearkle grandkids had caught
of Sideling Hill Creek, which runs through
their first trout there, and their Grandpap
the farm, and added them to the mix.
caught his first in over forty years.
Locally, this stream is known as "Little
Creek," while the West Branch, located on
The Magic Tree is now reserved for rookies
the other side of Addison Ridge, and a far
and the angling impaired, and I haven't used
smaller stream, is known as "Big Creek."
that white gunk since that one time. This
Go figure.
was made easier by the discovery that a
Anyway, our solution was to stock the pond
with trout, establish our own opener, and
attempt to fish them out before rising water
temperatures killed them. The pond gets
stocked several weeks prior to our opener,
which we schedule to coincide with the
Winter 2020

white and yellow woolly bugger was just as
effective.
We did add the amenity of a stick used for
conking the fish on the noggin before they
go in the cooler, so trust me, no fishing lodge
on this earth is better equipped.
WWW.VALLEYFORGETU.ORG
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TU members log on to www.tu.org
to complete address change.
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The Valley Forge Chapter of Trout Unlimited is dedicated to preserving, protecting, and
restoring trout habitat throughout Chester County, Pennsylvania.
Its 800+ members and affiliates are engaged in the fight to preserve our precious
coldwater resources. All similarly inclined persons are invited to join.

YES! Please begin my one-year membership in Trout Unlimited. I understand my dues payment entitles me to all regular membership benefits
including a personal membership card and quarterly issues of Trout
magazine. VFTU members also receive our quarterly newsletter Bank-

Notes.

Name __________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Please select membership category:

□ Regular

$35

□ Family

$55

For other membership categories, visit the
Trout Unlimited website at www.tu.org

Payment enclosed: $ ________________
Make checks payable to Trout Unlimited

Pay by credit card:

City____________________________________________________________________

Account Number:_______________________________________

State

________ Zip _____________

Name on Card: _________________________________________

Phone

_________ - _________ - ______________________

Expiration Date:_______/__________

*Email ________________________________________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________________

*Trout Unlimited does not make email addresses available to outside parties, for
any reason, ever. By providing your email address you help us reduce mailing and
printing costs, which in turn helps the environment.

Enclosed is my employer’s matching contribution gift form. This is in
addition to my membership application and payment.
To ensure correct New Member Rebate, the VFTU chapter number is: 290

Trout Unlimited is incorporated as a 501(C)3 non-profit, educational, charitable
organization, and all monetary and property donations are tax deductible to the
extent allowed by law.
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VFTU
General Meetings
1st Prize — 166 Jim Clark flies in an Orvis box, value $335
2nd Prize — Trophy Coyote Skin, value $250
3rd Prize — PA Federation of Sportsman’s Clubs
1982 Convention Stamp, value $125
4th Prize — Echo Shadow PE Fly Rod, value $125
5th Prize — Redington Behemoth Fly Reel, value $100
This is a major fundraising event for Valley Forge Trout Unlimited
so please buy generously
Drawing to be held during the General Meeting on December 10, 2020, 7:30 pm

More tickets are available. Send an email to: phtrout@comcast.net

(in case you haven’t gotten yours in the mail or want more)

If you see a spill or fish kill, report directly to the following and
call any VFTU officer or board member (see the inside back
cover of the printed edition of BankNotes):

Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
Illegal Fishing, Poaching , Disturbance of a Waterway,
Fish Kills or Illegal Dumping
Our local WCO, Bob Bonney, has requested emergencies be
reported immediately to him via his cell phone: (610) 637-6398
and to the
Southeast Region of the PA F&BC at (717) 626-0228
(8:00 AM – 4:00 PM weekdays)

General Meetings are held
the second Thursday
of each month
7:30 PM
September through May
NOTE: No General Meeting in March
Until further notice, all general meetings
will be held on-line. See our website
www.valleyforgetu.org
for details on how to join the meetings.

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection
Fish Kills , Illegal Dumping:, Water Quality or Pollution
Emergencies should be reported immediately by telephone to
the Southeast Regional Office at (484) 250-5900
(24 hours a day, 7 days a week)

Chester County Conservation District
Erosion and Sedimentation Issues
(610) 925-4920

Chester County Health Department
Well and Septic Issues
(610) 344-6225

